


Thanks to its set of unique health-giving properties, nice taste and aroma, you
can drink Ivan Chai Tea daily instead of regular tea. Like every family in Russia
did since the old days to be healthy and to maintain domestic harmony.

Ivan Chai TEA is made of great willow herb, which is a generous nature's gift to

people. It protects health, makes you full of energy and brings good mood.

“Chai Rusi” – manufacturer of Ivan Chai TEA produces it from fire weed

(Chamaenerion angustifolium), which is gathered in ecologically clean areas of

Mari-El Republic. To produce our tea we use high-end equipment, and mix it with

healthy herbs and berries. 

All this makes Ivan Chai a drink that people like to enjoy every day and share it
with their family and friends.







We recommend daily brewing of Ivan

Chai as an ordinary tea for 2years

old children.













Pour hot water Use 1-2 teaspoons Let it steep Ready

Enjoy your tea time!



70-gram loose packs: 1.3 USD

pyramid bags (40grams each) - 20 pieces per pack: 1.36 USD

Declaration of Conformity
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Terms of  cooperation

Ivan Chai large-leaf TEA:

contacts 
424003, Russia, Republic of Mari El, Yoshkar-Ola, Leninsky ave, 43.
Contact person: Mr. Andrey Razumov
Phone and messengers: +7 (917) 710-00-94
e-mail: info@itearus.ru
Web: itearus.ru

Warehouse: Russia, Yoshkar-Ola city



Stocks are located in the city of Yoshkar-Ola
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Payment terms:
advance for the rst order. 
Negotiable for 2nd order.

Note:
we accept delayed 
payment from regular partners. 

Shipment:
3 weeks from order conrmation.

MOQ: from 20,000 Ivan-Chai packs



Andrey Razumov
+7 (8362) 51-91-01

Ivan Chai TEA is grown, gathered
and packed in ecologically clean

areas of Mari-El Republic of Russia.
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